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CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

TD-SL03C6 GN REFRIGERATED PIZZA COUNTER, 3 DOORS, 6
DRAWER CHEST, GRANITE top, Ventilated temp. + 4 ° /
+ 10 ° C, ECOLOGICAL, V.230 / 1, Kw.0,3, weight 227
Kg, dim.mm. 1900x700x1070h

PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION



Delivery from 4 to 9 days

COMPLETE REFRIGERATED PIZZA COUNTER, with 3 DOORS and 1 DRAWER with 6 DRAWERS, GRANITE top, temperature + 4 ° / +
10 ° C:

internal and external structure in stainless steel , with external bottom in galvanized steel;
capacity 350 liters ;
temperature + 4 ° / + 10 ° C;
3 refrigerated compartments for 1/1 Gastro-Norm trays or grids (mm.530x325);
1 neutral chest of drawers with 6 drawers for pizza loaf boxes measuring 600x400 mm (not included);
granite top with backsplash;
Ventilated refrigeration ;
Removable and tropicalized refrigerating unit as standard (ambient temperature + 43 ° C and relative humidity of 65%)
ECOLOGICAL GAS refrigerant R404a / R507 .
electronic control panel ;
 Fully automatic defrosting and evaporation of condensation water;
automatic evaporation of condensation water;
Motor compartment that can be opened for inspection and cleaning of the condenser;
rounded internal corners ;
CFC-free polyurethane insulation;
insulation thickness 40 mm ;
doors with automatic closing and magnetic gasket;
height-adjustable plastic feet;

Included :
N.1 GN 1/1 rilsan grid (530x325 mm) and 2 stainless steel guides per door.

Optional / Accessories :
GN 1/1 plasticized grid (MM.530X325) - Code TD-GRPLTGN.
L-shaped stainless steel guides - Code TD-GLSAL.
Stackable pizza bread box, in food-grade plastic, dim.mm.600x400x70- Code MRN53747.
Lid for food-grade plastic loaf box, dim.mm.600x400 - Code MRN53748.
Set of 2 stainless steel drawers to be positioned on the left - Code TD-C2SLSX.
Set of 2 stainless steel drawers to be positioned on the right - Code TD-C2SLDX.
Set of 2 stainless steel drawers to be positioned in the center - Code TD-C2SLCE.
4 wheels kit, 2 of which with brake - Code TD-RUOSL.
4 legs set, for pizza counters - Cod.TD-PDSAL.

NB: GN 1/1 trays or grids and pizza boxes - NOT INCLUDED.
CE mark
Made in Italy

TECHNICAL CARD

power supply Monofase
Volts V 230/1

frequency (Hz) 50
motor power capacity (Kw) 0,3

net weight (Kg) 227
breadth (mm) 1900

depth (mm) 700
height (mm) 1070

TECHNICAL CARD

CODE/PICTURES DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

GD-100002

Lid for 60x40 cm pizza loaf box, White color
White food-grade polyethylene lid for pizza dough boxes,
weight 0.90 kg, dim.mm.600x400x20h
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Delivery from 8 to 15 days

Delivery from 4 to 9 days

Delivery from 4 to 9 days

Delivery from 4 to 9 days

Delivery from 4 to 9 days

Delivery from 4 to 9 days

TD-GLSAL

Complete pizza benches
ELLE stainless steel guides for inserting Plasticate grids

TD-GRPLTGN

TECHNOCHEF - Plastic coated grill GN 1/1,
Mod.GRPLTGN
Gastro-Norm plasticized grill 1/1 (mm.530x325)

TD-RUOSL

Complete pizza benches
4-wheel set, of which 2 with brake

TD-C2SLSX

Complete pizza benches
Set 2 stainless steel drawers to place to the left

TD-C2SLDX

Complete pizza benches
Set 2 stainless steel drawers to place right

TD-C2SLCE

Complete pizza benches
Set 2 stainless steel drawers to be placed in the center
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